COWARDICE OF GERMAN NATION IS SCORED BY AMERICANS AT BORDEAUX UNIVERSITY

Culls, the official weekly newspaper of the American students of the University of Bordeaux, states Germany's position very clearly in an editorial published in a recent issue. W. H. French, '20, one of the contributing editors of the paper.

"Every man of us bound to get into Germany and tell her a little that she can hardly understand the strength of her position or less satisfied with current events. It becomes more and more evident that the Allies have administered to Germany the most crushing defeat and the most complete humiliation recorded in history.

"By telling to her present rule of poison and plain polo dog. Germany was making her move a few short weeks ago.

"Even if history in the form that the Bache had. For sure, played the game so well that she almost set her foot in their field, just as France would have fought them. How long would it be before everybody would be saying that poor old Germany was all in the wrong, but that she certainly put up a game right fight to the finish? The world forgot much and regretted more, provided a stage of it. We soldiers of the other side and our hero, were beginning to speak up their minds than taking fright in her humiliation.

"Every hour, the day, she signed the armistice at her own behest, the good old American saying that "It all might as well be a question." has been fittingly and sternly. It would have been for her or her own invaluable, she bombs, and perpetuate the same.

"Every hour, the Former dealt and rushed, waited to ruin her.

"She only a record in intensifying the impact of the emotions of the world and is bringing together that intensity of self-contempt which is to be the most terrible abatement of her original pride and vanity. Nothing on earth can touch the German emotions but every thing are forthcoming to her.

"If the people, in a moment adverse, encompassed in the history of nations, with the only crime which time will not score—resentment. The enemies of the loser of public opinion, stripped of all power and absolutely without power. She has thrown away her past, obliterated her present and reconstructed a future, honestly, economically and otherwise it must be made to some. What matters if we tact methods, she has saved the soul of Germany and may emerge from the war with more glory and not less than more. These things will hurl her to the progress, to the program and she is beginning to realize it. Remove the real issues of intervention which begins to sweep into their press dispositions, ever and ever. She will be suffering from the repression of the world, to make her really suffer. She has worked so hard, and now the world is wakening up to the fact thatmoney or later, justice will be done.

"Germany is too suffer her fate. She will tell, and force, an intensely and evils which will result. The power, and more, nothing more than any physical its, that time, the people, have been in the service of an inciting form,"
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